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Free choice activates a decision circuit between
frontal and parietal cortex
Bijan Pesaran1,3, Matthew J. Nelson2 & Richard A. Andersen2,3

We often face alternatives that we are free to choose between.
Planning movements to select an alternative involves several areas
in frontal and parietal cortex1–11 that are anatomically connected
into long-range circuits12. These areas must coordinate their acti-
vity to select a common movement goal, but how neural circuits
make decisions remains poorly understood. Here we simulta-
neously record from the dorsal premotor area (PMd) in frontal
cortex and the parietal reach region (PRR) in parietal cortex to
investigate neural circuit mechanisms for decision making. We
find that correlations in spike and local field potential (LFP) acti-
vity between these areas are greater when monkeys are freely mak-
ing choices than when they are following instructions. We propose
that a decision circuit featuring a sub-population of cells in frontal
and parietal cortex may exchange information to coordinate acti-
vity between these areas. Cells participating in this decision circuit
may influence movement choices by providing a common bias to
the selection of movement goals.

According to theories of decision making, we make choices by
selecting the alternative that is most valuable to us13. How much
we value each alternative is revealed by our choices. If we value
swimming as much as running, we will choose to do both instead
of always choosing one over the other. Although actions with similar
values can lead to different choices, only one choice can be made at a
time. Planning a movement to select an alternative activates many
areas of the brain. How does the brain decide what to do? PMd and
PRR plan reaching arm movements14 and are directly connected12.
We therefore studied these areas to identify a neural circuit for decid-
ing where to reach. We trained two monkeys to do a free search task
and an instructed search task (Fig. 1a, b). In both tasks, monkeys
made a sequence of reaches to visual targets for rewards of juice. The
key manipulation was that, in the free search task, the three targets
were visually identical circles, and the monkey could search in any
sequence (Fig. 1a); whereas in the instructed search task, the three
targets were a circle, a square and a triangle, and the monkey had to
search in a fixed sequence (Fig. 1b). To control other sensory, motor
and reward-related factors, we carefully matched the two tasks by
yoking the sequences presented in the instructed task to the monkey’s
choices in the free search task (see Methods, Supplementary Results
and Supplementary Fig. 2).

During free search, each monkey’s choices varied, even for iden-
tical stimuli (Fig. 1c). In contrast, instructed search movement
sequences did not vary (Fig. 1d). Overall, each monkey developed a
free search strategy and chose between two or three different move-
ment sequences for most search arrays (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Although the tasks we studied could differ in other aspects, like
reward expectancy, attention or overall effort, analysis of each ani-
mal’s behaviour indicates that the major difference involves decision
making (Supplementary Results). Free and instructed search involve

different decisions because the alternatives have different values. Free
search involves choosing between movement sequences with similar
values so choices vary from trial to trial (Fig. 1c). Because we reward
only one movement sequence, instructed search involves alternatives
with very different values. Consequently, each monkey repeatedly
makes the same choices (Fig. 1d).

When movement choices vary from trial to trial, PMd and PRR
must coordinate their activity. Analysing spiking and LFP activity
may resolve neural coordination between these areas. Spiking acti-
vity measures action potentials from individual neurons. LFP activity
predominantly measures synaptic potentials in a population of neu-
rons near the recording electrode15. Spike–field coherency directly
relates these two signals by measuring how well LFP activity is pre-
dicted by action potentials. We therefore measured spike–field
coherency to characterize neural coordination between PMd and
PRR and identify the neurons involved in this coordination.

We made 314 PMd spike–PRR field and 187 PRR spike–PMd field
recordings in two animals during both free and instructed search
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Figure 1 | Task and behaviour. a, Free search task. Three circular targets
presented at eight potential locations spaced 10u apart around the central
hand position, H. b, Instructed search task. Targets in the instructed search
task were a circle, square and triangle; the monkey had to reach to them in that
order. Each target had an equal, one-third, probability of being the rewarded
target. c, The most frequent movement sequences made in response to an
example configuration during the free search task. The same configuration
elicits three different sequences. d, Instructed search configurations elicit the
same sequence. Probability is shown above each arrow.
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tasks (Supplementary Materials). We estimated spike–field cohe-
rency between spiking in PMd and LFP activity in PRR using
a 6150 ms analysis window that was stepped through the trial every
10 ms from before the onset of the search array to the time of the first
reach. A highly significant, transient increase in 15-Hz coherence
after search array onset was clearly present, as illustrated in an
example recording in Fig. 2a. Coherence was significant during both
tasks but stronger during free search (Fig. 2b; P , 0.05, t-test).
Coherence between spiking in PRR and LFP activity in PMd revealed
a similar pattern (Fig. 2c, d). In this recording, coherence was only
significant during free search and not during instructed search
(Fig. 2d).

Significant coherence at 15 Hz implies that the timing of action
potentials is correlated with fluctuations in LFP activity. Analysing
the relative phase of activity in PMd and PRR supported this and
revealed correlations in the timing of activity in each area that were
not simply time-locked to search array onset (see Supplementary
Results and Supplementary Fig. 4). Interestingly, the amplitude of
spike and LFP activity, as opposed to their relative timing, did not
predict PMd–PRR coherence. We correlated the strength of the
coherence immediately after search array onset with LFP power
and did not observe a significant correlation (P 5 0.45; F-test).

Linear regression of spike–field coherence against the change in firing
rate immediately after search array onset also revealed that coherence
was not simply related to the firing rate (r 2 5 0.06, P 5 0.14). Cells
with an increase in firing rate generally had the greatest coherence.
However, coherence also increased for some cells whose firing rate
decreased or did not change.

Spike–field correlations were present only between select pairs of
recording sites. Across the population, 74 PMd spike–PRR field
recordings (74/314, 24%) contained statistically significant coher-
ence at 15 Hz after search array onset during either task (P , 0.05;
t-test; Table 1). A similar proportion of PRR spike–PMd field record-
ings were significant (43/187, 23%; P , 0.05; Table 2). In both cases,
spike–field coherence was most prevalent during free search. The
fraction of correlated recordings significantly increased between sites
with overlapping (less than 20u) response fields (P , 0.05; binomial
test; 54% of PMd spike–PRR field recordings, 45% of PRR spike–
PMd field recordings).

To test whether spike–field coherence between PMd and PRR is
specific to decision making, we measured coherence during two con-
trol experiments. First, we measured spike–field coherence during a
single-target centre-out task, instructing monkeys to move to a single
peripheral target. In this task, there was no choice between targets. The
proportions of recordings with significant spike–field coherence fell
dramatically (Tables 1 and 2). Only 10% (23/221) of PMd spike–PRR
field recordings and 9% (13/138) of PRR spike–PMd field recordings
had significant coherence. Second, during both search tasks, we found
that saccades are reliably made after search array onset (see Supple-
mentary Results). To test whether spike–field coherence was due to
these eye movements, we measured coherence in one animal during a
variant of the search tasks that involved enforced fixation. Even during
fixation, spike–field coherence was significant after search array onset
and was strongest during free search (Supplementary Results, Supple-
mentary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The population
average spike–field coherence across all cells recorded during each task
reinforced the selectivity for the search tasks (Supplementary Fig. 6).
These control experiments demonstrate that spike–field coherence
between PMd and PRR is associated with making a decision.

LFP activity was not only correlated with spiking activity in the
other area. Within-area spike–field coherence was also significant
(Supplementary Results and Supplementary Figs 7 and 8). Because
spiking was coherent with locally recorded LFP activity, correlations
in LFP activity between areas may capture the correlation we observe.
Partial spike–field coherence analysis16 addresses this concern
(Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 9). In each example
recording, partial spike–field coherence remained significant after
accounting for local LFP activity (P , 0.05, t-test). Significant partial
spike–field coherence was also present across the population (74% of
PMd spike–PRR field partial coherence and 70% of PRR spike–PMd
field partial coherence; see Supplementary Results). Therefore, spike–
field coherence between PMd and PRR directly relates the activity of
individual neurons with distant LFP activity.
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Figure 2 | PMd–PRR spike–field coherence. a, b, Example PMd spike–PRR
field coherence: a, Time–frequency coherence every 50 ms during free and
instructed search. Amplitude is colour coded. Activity is aligned to search
array onset (first vertical white bar). Average time of the first reach (second
vertical white bar). White horizontal bar shows analysis window for
b. b, Coherence line plot for free (black) and instructed (red) search tasks.
Coherence is z-transformed. Significant difference at 15 Hz (**P , 0.05;
t-test). c, d, Example PRR spike–PMd field coherence. e, Population average
15 Hz PMd–PRR spike–field coherence every 10 ms. PMd spike–PRR field
coherence (solid); PRR spike–PMd field coherence (dashed). Free search
(black); instructed search (red). Coherence is z-transformed before
averaging; 95% confidence intervals, Bonferroni-corrected (shaded).

Table 1 | Population PMd spike–PRR field coherence

Centre-out Free or instructed

23/221 (10%) 74/314 (24%)

Free only Instructed only Free and instructed

31/74 (42%) 20/74 (27%) 22/74 (22%)

Table 2 | Population PRR spike–PMd field coherence

Centre-out Free or instructed

13/138 (9%) 43/187 (23%)

Free only Instructed only Free and instructed

21/43 (49%) 12/43 (28%) 9/43 (21%)
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Spike–field coherence gives two independent measures of the neur-
onal coordination between PRR and PMd. This may indicate how
activity flows across the circuit. We estimated the population average
coherence for each of the populations that showed coherence at 15 Hz
in either search task and compared them (Fig. 2e). Across each popu-
lation, PMd-PRR spike–field z-score coherence (see Supplementary
Methods) was stronger during free search than instructed search
(P , 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected t-test). Importantly, PMd spike–
PRR field coherence started about 30 ms earlier than PRR spike–
PMd field coherence.

Assuming that LFP activity is predominantly synaptic, this sug-
gests that PMd is activated before PRR during search and that PMd
spiking is reflected in PRR LFP activity before PRR spiking is reflected
in PMd LFP activity (see Supplementary Discussion). The activity is
at a relatively low frequency, about 15 Hz, and is transient, about
350 ms. Our time resolution is limited, but the correlation can
involve only a few 15-Hz cycles. Because action potentials are pro-
pagated between areas, one attractive possibility is that spike–field
coherence measures signals in a sub-population of neurons that
travel across this circuit first from PMd to PRR and then back from

PRR to PMd in a ‘handshake’. Consistent with this possibility, the
30 ms latency between the spike–field coherence measurements
(Fig. 2e) is a half-cycle at 15 Hz.

PMd and PRR spiking activity lets us examine when each area
becomes active. We recorded 115 PMd and 39 PRR neurons respon-
sive to search array onset to measure response latency in each area.
PMd spiking responded significantly earlier than PRR spiking in both
search tasks (PMd instructed search, 64 6 6 ms (mean 6 s.e.m.); free
search, 79 6 5 ms. PRR instructed search, 90 6 10 ms; free search,
109 6 11 ms; Fig. 3). We then estimated response latency for 110
PMd neurons and 120 PRR neurons recorded in both animals during
the centre-out task. PRR cue response latencies were significantly
shorter in this task than in either of the search tasks (P , 0.05; per-
mutation test); and PMd and PRR response latencies did not differ
(PMd, 63 6 5 ms; PRR, 70 6 6 ms; P 5 0.51, Wilcoxon test; Fig. 3e).
This suggests that the response latency difference between PRR and
PMd is specific to making a decision.

Because spike–field correlations are strongest during decision
making, the sub-population of coherent neurons may encode the
upcoming movement choice. If so, cells with significant spike–field
correlations should predict the movement choice earlier than cells
that do not. We analysed this with a receiver-operating characteristic
of the firing rate during free search (Supplementary Methods). We
calculated the average choice probability separately for correlated
and uncorrelated PRR and PMd neurons. In both areas, correlated
neurons predict the movement choice after search array onset during
the period of greatest spike–field coherence (Fig. 4a, b; see also
Fig. 2e). Later in the trial, uncorrelated cells predict the movement
choice as accurately as correlated cells. Neurons with long-range
correlations may, therefore, exchange information about movement
choice between PMd and PRR.

In summary, correlations between PMd and PRR are activated by
decision making. Coherence is strongest during free search and is
weaker during instructed search. Far less coherence is present during
a simpler centre-out task, and the pattern of coherence is unaffected
by freely made eye movements. This shows that decision making is
distributed across a frontal–parietal circuit and that top-down signals
from PMd influence decisions in this circuit.

Why is coherence stronger during free search? This could be due to
the nature of the decision. Choices were variable during free search.
In contrast, the same choices were made repeatedly during instructed
search (Fig. 1). Decision making can be modelled by races underlying
the selection of each alternative17. These races must be closer during
free search because choices are more variable. Therefore, the dif-
ficulty of the decision may underlie coherence between PMd and
PRR. Cognitive control mechanisms are activated to select between
alternative actions. Prefrontal, medial frontal and cingulate cortex
are involved in these mechanisms18–20 and could modulate frontal–
parietal coherence during decision making.
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Figure 3 | Spike response latencies. a, Example PMd neuron response to
free search (black) and instructed search (red). Activity is aligned to search
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During search, the flow of activity across frontal and parietal
cortex may reflect the process of deciding. Information rises fastest
in PMd (Fig. 3f), so it cannot be driven by PRR14 and must take
alternative routes, possibly through the thalamus21. Information
may go from frontal to parietal cortex22 and then back in a
‘handshake’ of increased communication (Fig. 2e) that reflects the
decision. This transient coordination may reflect how long the
decision takes. Subsequent activity may reflect movement planning
after the decision (see Supplementary Discussion). Oscillations and
synchronization in frontal and parietal cortex exist during attention
and movement preparation4,23–28. Correlations at specific frequencies
could be a signature of these cognitive processes29. We have identified
a decision circuit in which frontal–parietal communication occurs at
relatively low frequencies. The neurons participating in this circuit
could play an important role in deciding where to reach.

METHODS SUMMARY
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) participated in the experiments.

We recorded single-unit and LFP activity from PMd and PRR using Pt/Ir elec-

trodes controlled by multiple-electrode microdrives (Thomas Recordings). Each

monkey was trained to perform a reach search for juice rewards either by freely

making choices or by following instructions. Correlations between spiking and

LFP activity within and between PMd and PRR were estimated using multitaper

spectral methods4,30. All surgical and animal care procedures were done in

accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved

by the California Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use Committee.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Experimental preparation. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) parti-

cipated in the experiments. Each animal was first implanted with a head cap and

eye coil under general anaesthesia. In a second surgery, recording chambers were

implanted in frontal and posterior parietal cortex in the right hemisphere of each

animal. Structural magnetic resonance imaging identified the position of the

arcuate sulcus and intraparietal sulcus and guided placement of the recording

chambers to give access to cortex medial to each sulcus. In both animals, PMd

recordings were made within the cortical gyrus within 1.5 mm of the cortical

surface, and PRR recordings were made within the intraparietal sulcus 4–9 mm
below the cortical surface.

Behavioural tasks. For all tasks, reaches were made with the left arm on a touch-

sensitive screen (ELO Touch Systems). Visual stimuli were presented on an LCD

display (LG Electronics) placed behind the touch screen. All trials began with the

illumination of a central circle which the animal needed to touch with his hand

and hold for a baseline period (about 500 ms).

In the search tasks, after a baseline hold period (0.5–1 s), three targets were

presented on a 3 3 3 grid (spaced 10u) of eight possible locations around the start

point. After a delay period (1–1.5 s) the monkey was given a ‘go’ signal to reach to

one of the three targets. Only one of the three targets triggered a juice reward

when touched. If the monkey did not reach to the target that gave the reward, he

was allowed to make additional reaches to targets after subsequent hold periods

(0.5–1 s). Additional reaches were allowed until the reward was received. Targets

were extinguished once they were touched. An auditory tone signalled the ‘go’

signal for each reach. A different set of three targets from the eight possible

locations appeared for each trial, and the target that gave the reward was chosen

from these three targets with equal probability. This stimulus–reward config-

uration set ensured that the monkey did not repeatedly perform the same stereo-
typed sequence of movements. This elicited choices by releasing constraints

instead of intensively training the subject to overcome biases and avoid stereo-

typed choices. If the animal reached for the wrong shape in the instructed search

task, the trial was aborted. The animal first knew it was in a free search or

instructed search trial when the search array was illuminated.

The free and instructed search tasks were yoked in an interleaved design to

match the sensory-, motor- and reward-related contingencies. We did this by

requiring the monkey to perform an initial set of free search trials in a block

(typically 50). The search array configurations were selected at random from the

set of 56 possible configurations. We counted the number of times each search

array configuration was presented and the number of times each possible move-

ment sequence was made during the free search task. After the initial set of free

search trials was performed, we began to randomly interleave instructed search

trials. During this phase of the session, the probability of a given trial being a free

search or instructed search task was balanced so that after 200 total trials an equal

number of trials from each task would be successfully completed. Search array

configurations for the free search task continued to be selected at random. Search

array configurations for the instructed search task were drawn from the prob-
ability distribution defined by the set of search configurations presented in

the preceding free search trials that were successfully completed. To match the

motor contingencies in the instructed search trials to the free search trials, the

order of the movement sequences instructed by the search array was drawn from

a probability distribution defined by the set of movement choices made in the

preceding free search trials. To reduce the number of trials needed to estimate

these movement sequence probabilities and to prevent the generation of stereo-

typed movement sequences, we matched only the first element of the instructed

movement sequence with the monkey’s choices and allowed potential mismatch

for the second and third elements of the instructed movement sequence. All

probability distributions were updated after each successful trial. Eye move-

ments were unconstrained and, on a subset of experimental sessions (53 sessions

in monkey E, 15 sessions in monkey Z), were monitored using a scleral search

coil (CNC Engineering).

A variant of the search tasks with enforced fixation was also tested in one

animal (monkey E). In this variant, the search tasks were identical except that the

monkey needed to maintain fixation at the current touch location throughout

the trial. As a result, the only eye movements that were allowed were made at the
time of a reach movement.

In the centre-out task, a single target was presented at one of eight peripheral

locations on a 3 3 3 grid (spaced 10u) around the start point. After a delay period

(1–1.5 s) the monkey reached for the target and was then given a juice reward.

Fixation was enforced during the period after acquisition of the start point until

the end of the delay period. At this time, gaze was unconstrained and both

monkeys made a coordinated saccade to the target of the reach movement.
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